Tech rifle team wins by score of 917 to 886.

Rifle Team - Wins by Score of 917

The Tech rifle team, in last week's match, inflicted a decisive defeat upon Harvard by a score of 917 to 886. The team has been handicapped all year by having to practice entirely in the evening and by the necessity of competing with teams which have the advantage of a professional coach, hence this victory speaks well for the Tech sharp shooters, who have always considered Harvard their greatest rival. This is the first time that Tech has defeated Harvard in a rifle match, and it is hoped it will not be the last.

Another chance will be afforded at the Interscholastic Outdoor Match to be held here April 12, in which the Tech team will be composed of six men. Of the men out already, two men, Patton and Harsfield, have already qualified as team members. Several others have had considerable experience. There is, however, an equally good show for everyone trying for the Outdoor Team, as the N. R. A. has laid it on the evening of Saturday, March 7. For then it will be brilliantly lighted - a large smoke-filled room with a thousand candles. Those who have seen it only to find that the three hundred students will have changed as if a magic polish. And the crowd of smoking ed and decorated with the floor sparkling as a large smoke-filled room with a thousand candles. Those who have seen it only to find that the three hundred students will have changed as if a magic polish. And the crowd of smoking ed and decorated with the floor sparkling.